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Abstract: The first case of pneumonia was reported on 8 December 2019 and identified on 7 January
2020 as COVID-19. On 9 March 2020, to stop the spread of COVID-19 cases, the Italian government
declared a health emergency, forcing all citizens to go into lockdown. Suddenly, schools were
constrained to using distance learning strategies with little or limited experience on the topic.
Particularly, in the southern regions of Italy, approximately 20% of the students did not have access
to any devices and were excluded from learning, producing a direct risk of increased adolescent
delinquency. This research team intended to report the results of an observational study that focused
on the perceptions of distance learning in adolescents from secondary school in Naples (Italy) between
April and May 2020. The questionnaire comprised 11 questions focused on the perceptions of distance
learning in comparison to live classrooms, relationships with peers and teachers, and levels of anxiety.
The study is amongst the first to report the effect of the pandemic from a student-centred perspective
and hopes to produce information to develop future research on asynchronous learning.
Keywords: pedagogy; sport science; transdisciplinary; childhood learning; technologies; relationship;
civil education approach; distance learning; COVID-19; education

1. Introduction
The first case of pneumonia was reported on 8 December 2019 and identified on 7 January 2020
as COVID-19 [1]. In less than two months, COVID-19 has reached almost every corner of the world,
becoming the most reported and known pandemic in history [2]. The effects upon the economy [3],
health system [4], and life in general [5] are known and documented. However, our interest was to
investigate the perceptions of the pandemic restrictions from the perspective of adolescents, particularly
in relation to distance learning. Distance learning is a mode of teaching and learning that was already
available before the pandemic. Generally, learning can be synchronous, involving students learning
together in a live environment (e.g., classrooms), which allows greater engagement and a higher sense
of community. On the contrary, asynchronous learning allows students to learn on their own using
email or online platforms [6]. On this matter, many theories have been reported investigating the most
effective ways to create online learning platforms [7]. However, all such theories seem to conclude
that the students involved in asynchronous courses need to be extremely self-motivated to learn and
need to have a high level of self-discipline to complete courses [8]. To help draw new methods of
interaction with students, a recent article in Nature described helpful tips about the transition from
synchronous to asynchronous leaning in the COVID-19 era, underscoring the importance of adopting
a student-centred approach [9,10].
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On 9 March 2020, to stop the spread of COVID-19 cases, the Italian government declared a health
emergency, forcing all citizens to go into lockdown [11]. Following this, schools were constrained
to using distance learning strategies, with little or limited experience on the topic [12]. The whole
situation produced a significant negative impact on students, with an increase in the number of cases
of mental distress [13], with spikes in depression, anxiety, and stress cases [14,15]. The Italian National
Institute of Statistics (ISTAT; www.istat.it) reported that 45% of youths (between 6 to 17 years old) had
difficulties coping with distance learning due to a lack of devices (such as a computer or smartphone)
in their houses. This particularly affected the southern regions of Italy, where 20% of students did not
have access to any devices and were excluded from learning, producing a direct risk of an increase
in adolescent delinquency [16]. We previously demonstrated that the usage of technologies plays a
crucial role in educational development in childhood [16–20]. In particular, our most recent publication
using the S.M.A.R.T. questionnaire [21] showed that female adolescents have a more conscious use
of technology compared to their male peers [22]. Our observational study showed that females use
technology to a lesser extent and have a higher self-awareness of the information that can be transferred
over social media [22]. We considered this to be related to the potential influence of parental control [23]
over the female population. As summarised in a recent meta-analysis, gender-differentiated parental
control in child behaviour is driven by gendered stereotypes [24], which might explain why the
female group resulted in more awareness of technology usage than the male group. These aspects
are extremely significant considering the direct effects of technology on adolescents’ behaviours [25]
and how abusive use of digital devices can have an effect on learning capacity [26] and social skills in
youths [27–30].
With the recent lockdown in Italy, students were forced to adopt novel distance learning strategies
via digital communication software (such as CISCO, Zoom, Skype, and Microsoft TEAMS) [31].
During this period of time, the transdisciplinary research team from the University of Naples
Parthenope and Bournemouth University, under the supervision of Prof. Iavarone, developed a
questionnaire concerning the perceptions of distance learning among young students (13–19 years
old). The questionnaire was developed to report students’ perceptions of the use of distance learning
compared to standard (in class) lessons. The full questionnaire has already been published [32] and
preliminary data have been discussed [33]. This research team intended to report the full pooled data
collected over the lockdown period in Italy, as this information can be beneficial for future research and
discussion regarding learning strategies to adopt in a period of crisis, such as the one we are currently
living. Based on our previous findings with the S.M.A.R.T. questionnaire [22], we hypothesised that
usage of technology in distance learning by females would show a higher level of adaptability and
would benefit mostly from novel digital pedagogic tools. The overall aim was also to report the analysis
of the full set of data collected over the lockdown period in Italy as this information can be beneficial
for future research and discussion regarding learning strategies to adopt in period of crisis, such as the
one we are currently living.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. General Design
This observational study was created to report the perceptions of distance learning in adolescents
from secondary schools in Naples (Italy) during the recent lockdown. The questionnaire comprised
11 questions on the perceptions and usage of distance learning. The questionnaire has been fully
published already in [32] and the preliminary data have been presented [33].
2.2. Participant Characteristics
A group of 83 adolescents (descriptive data: 64 females (F), 19 males (M); age 16.3 ± 2.7 years)
completed the online questionnaire between April and May 2020. To include a broad sample of
adolescents, non-specific inclusion/exclusion criteria were selected. Due to the lockdown restrictions,
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the questionnaire was delivered on an online platform (www.surveymonkey.com) [34] via email and
social media (i.e., Twitter, Facebook, and WhatsApp). Data were anonymised and collected according
to the guidelines of the 1975 Declaration of Helsinki, revised in 2013.
2.3. Data Analysis
The aim of this manuscript was to report the full pooled data analysis collected over the lockdown
period in Italy, as this information can be beneficial for future research and discussion regarding
learning strategies to adopt in a period of crisis, such as the one we are currently living. Based on
our previous findings from the S.M.A.R.T. questionnaire [22], we hypothesised that during distance
learning, females would show a higher level of adaptability and would benefit mostly from the novel
digital pedagogic tools. Hence, a quantitative approach was used, and the data were grouped by
gender, and the descriptive analysis reported the characteristics of our cohort. The Shapiro–Wilk Test
was used to address normality, and since the data were not normally distributed, to test the effects of
gender in the participants’ responses, a Mann–Whitney U test was used. The threshold for statistical
significance was determined a priori as p ≤ 0.05. Data are reported as mean and standard deviation.
The analysis was completed with IBM SPSS 26 software.
3. Results
A total of 83 students (16.3 ± 2.7 years old) completed the questionnaire (19 M and 64 F).
No significant differences in gender (M vs. F; p > 0.05) were reported in the answers. To describe
the characteristics of the students during the lockdown, we asked the students to complete questions
in relation to the software that was used, the location where they followed classes, if they were
multitasking (i.e., using other devices while following the lessons such as surfing on social media),
and the amount of hours they were actually in virtual classes. The descriptive data are reported in
Table 1.
Table 1. Descriptive characteristics of the 83 students (16.3 ± 2.7 years old) undergoing distance learning
during the 2020 lockdown in southern Italy.
Software

Percentage

Google
Zoom
Other
Skype
Microsoft Teams
CISCO

26.5%
25.3%
20.5%
19.3%
6.0%
2.4%

Location

Percentage

Own room
Different room

68.7%
30.1%

Device

Percentage

Computer
Smartphone/tablet

43.4%
56.5%

Multitasking

Percentage

Yes
No

95.2%
4.8%

The students also reported that they had followed between 1 and 11 lesson per week for 1–8 h per
day. The percentages reported in Table 2.
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Table 2. Descriptive characteristic of number of classes and hour of lessons followed by the students
expressed in percentage.
Classes (n)

Percentage

Hours of Lessons (h)

Percentage

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1.2
0.0
0.0
7.2
14.5
20.5
24.1
24.1
8.4
1.2
7.2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3.6
10.8
42.2
34.9
20.5
1.2
0.0
2.4

The data on the perceptions of distance learning between males and females are reported in
Figure
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Figure 1. Perceptions of distance learning in males and females based on: (A) Overall experience of
distance learning compared to standard classrooms; (B) study perceptions during distance learning;
Figure 1. Perception of Distanced Learning in Male and Female based on A. Overall experience
(C) overall learning experience; (D) level of attention.
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4. Discussion
This observational study was carried out to report and explore the perceptions of distance
learning in adolescents from secondary schools in Naples (Italy) during the recent lockdown. The
questionnaire comprised 11 questions on the perceptions and usage of distance learning. It has
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4. Discussion
This observational study was carried out to report and explore the perceptions of distance learning
in adolescents from secondary schools in Naples (Italy) during the recent lockdown. The questionnaire
comprised 11 questions on the perceptions and usage of distance learning. It has already been
fully published [32] and preliminary data have been presented [33]. The research team delivered
the questionnaire between April and May 2020, with the lockdown restrictions starting in March.
The overall questionnaire explored three main areas of pedagogic interest: (i) The perceptions of
distance learning, (ii) the relationships with peers and teachers, and (iiii) the levels of stress and anxiety.
Our cohort of 83 students showed no differences between gender, which shows common perceptions
along males and females. These data could have been predicted based on previous findings [22].
However, we anticipated that the female group might have had a higher level of parental control
regarding the usage of technologies, as demonstrated in previous studies [23,35,36]. Thus, it seems that
when it comes to distance learning, the effect of parental control is no longer applicable and males and
females perceived the experience similarly. Further studies should produce a questionnaire tailored to
adults and tutors in order to report the effects of stereotypes and parental control and the limitations
on the use of technologies that different groups (social, gender, and cultural groups) might experience.
Relationship with peers and teachers showed a tendency to be perceived as identical to what it
was before the lockdown (i.e., in class sessions). These results show two important aspects of distance
learning. First, the new generation of digital natives, defined as hyper-cognitive generation [37], is able
to interact with peers via social media platforms (e.g., TikTok, Facebook, Twitter, and Snapchat) in
more efficient ways than previous generations [38,39]. Social media relationships have changed the
way adolescents interact. Previous research, before the lockdown, documented that there is an increase
of social media interactions with peers in contrast with a less in-person interaction [40]. However,
even if social media platforms might produce benefits in relation to adolescents’ loneliness [41],
there are many other aspects, such as body perceptions and sexualised behaviours, that require further
investigation and monitoring by adults and tutors [42]. The second important aspect to consider
concerns the relationships with teachers. As described in other research, the new generation has
replaced “communication” with “interaction” [43], forcing teachers to create classroom setups that
incorporate new technologies into their classrooms [44]. These aspects are extremely interesting when
we look at the results on multitasking. In our cohort, 95.2% of the students admitted having used other
devices and surfing the web while they were following distance learning classes. Further research
should now investigate the effect of multitasking on leaning in the younger generation. In line with
recent pedagogic exploration that introduced the concept of multiplexing rather than multitasking,
it is possible to develop conditions that make written interaction through social media beneficial to
education [45].
Levels of anxiety and stress were also included in our questionnaire. Our data showed a tendency
toward diminishing anxiety levels in relation to homework. Anxiety is a major concern when it comes
to education, affecting learning and teaching outcomes [46]. Previous research has shown that student
anxiety decreases during active-learning activities and when multiple ways of learning opportunities
are provided [47]. The situation of lockdown experienced between March and May 2020 might therefore
have favoured a more student-centred approach [48] in contrast to a teacher-centred approach [49,50].
As anticipated in the introduction, to cope with distance learning difficulties, teachers need to increase
their interaction with students that promote the transition from synchronous to asynchronous learning,
helping students to increase collaboration (even if virtually) and critical thinking. Indeed, as reported
by the structural equation modelling in Kember’s study (2008), the teaching environment should
favour teacher–student and student–student relationships to increase intellectual aspects (e.g., critical
and creative thinking), as well as collaboration (e.g., communication and interpersonal skills) [51].
These preliminary results need to be considered also in parallel with recent findings from the Italian
Educational Research Society (SIRD) who recently conducted an investigation into the experience of
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Italian teachers during the COVID-19 pandemic. In particular, the SIRD reported information on the
organisational strategies and teaching methods adopted during the lockdown [52].
5. Conclusions and Limitations
In conclusion our research produced the following take-home points. First, there were no gender
differences in the perceptions of distance learning, indicating a transversal effect of asynchronised
teaching upon our cohort. Secondly, the importance of student–student and student–peer relationships.
Regardless of the distance created by asynchronised learning, the students did not perceive a decrease
in their relationships with peers or with teachers. This indicates an incredible resilience and ability to
deal with technology never seen before in previous generations. Third is the level of anxiety, as it seems
that asynchronised learning might be beneficial in decreasing the level of anxiety is some students,
particularly in relation to homework.
The COVID-19 pandemic is still present in our lives, where schools continue to be closed every
time a student tests positive for COVID-19. Thus, there are further aspects that need to be evaluated;
further analysis should investigate in more detail the parental control regarding the use of technology,
especially to anticipate and predict information concerning stereotyped parental control (e.g., gender,
social, and cultural differences). Additionally, we recommend a broad analysis concerning relationships
with peers using social media to define what can be defined as a healthy social media relationship and
what is not. There are many types of interactions that take place via novel apps (e.g., Facebook and
TikTok) that especially need additional monitoring to prevent phenomena such as unhealthy body
perceptions and sexualised behaviours.
Further research should also report details about anxiety levels during asynchronised teaching
and how to increase the quality of students’ experiences during a dramatic situation such as the recent
lockdown. We also reported the vast use of multiplexing. Research is necessary to investigate the effect
of multiplexing in the younger generation and how this phenomenon can be integrated as a pedagogic
tool. In conclusion, we aimed to report the perceptions of distance learning during the Italian lockdown
in a cohort of young students. We focused on three main aspects: Learning, relationships, and anxiety.
Distance learning has many downsides, one of which is the lack of live participation, which is an
important aspect of social pedagogy [16–18,20], particularly in relation to the evident lack of inclusive
activities (such as sport practices). As suggested [53], it is now important to help adolescents that are
going through these difficult times. We can do this by being responsive adults [16], setting an example
for the younger generations, that for the first time have to deal with self-managing their learning
experiences, which require both distance and live assistance.
The are several limitations to our analysis. First is the lack of a hypothesis to drive a strong
statistical analysis. The lack of a hypothesis was due to lack of information concerning the current DL
in the southern regions of Italy and the perceptions and coping strategies that students have developed
regarding DL. Another limitation is the lack of detail in relation to teachers’ strategies in southern
Italy. As anticipated, a very recent report was completed by SIRD that describes information about the
organisational strategies and teaching methods adopted during the lockdown [52]. We recommend
combining these finding with student perceptions in order to produce a parallel pool of data on
lockdown DL strategies.
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